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While I have spent many glorious, and a few inglorious, days in Kathmandu, this paper is my first foray into urban ethnography.  I have lived and done fieldwork mostly in Godavari Village about 15 kilometres from Kathmandu.  Coming to the city has usually been for business rather than pleasure:  to stock up on provisions, renew visas, design and print surveys, meet colleagues, organise the requisites of entering and leaving the field, and, if time permits—as it usually can be made to—for ice cream.  All of these entailed travelling around the city so that a significant portion of the time I have spend in Kathmandu has been in its traffic.  My experience of Kathmandu traffic since 1973 has been from varying vehicular perspectives:  as a driver of motorscooters, motorcycles and cars, as a passenger in buses, trucks, taxis, tempos, and rickshaws, as a bicyclist, and as a pedestrian.  Given that traffic is frenetic and that many of the roads are narrow, without footpaths, and bounded by walls, I have wondered why over the years I have never been involved in an accident.  At first sight, this may appear to be an issue of merely personal significance.  However, no matter how chaotic Kathmandu traffic appears, driving practices are cultural phenomena.  Thus in reflecting upon my success in avoiding accidents, I had to come to some understanding of how Nepalese culture meaningfully shapes Kathmandu traffic and how traffic patterns emerge from the driving practices through which Nepalese road users constitute a dimension of their selfs.  I was motivated by these understandings to write this paper.  In Nepal, traffic is also largely an urban phenomenon, shaped by the nature of the city and its streets.  I begin, therefore, with the problem of conceptualising Kathmandu.
 
Modern and Postmodern Approaches to the City
In his study of Bhaktapur​[1]​, Levy (1990) constructs a modernist analysis of a city he characterises as 'archaic'.  It is a city with an overarching coherence and meaning for its residents that derives from a Hindu moral order expressed in ritual and ceremony.  He likens Bhaktapur to a 'clockwork mechanism' (1990:15) and its symbolic enactments to a choreographed ballet (1990:16-7) in which the decor, the spaces and the actors performing on a civic stage are organised into a meaningful whole.  Bhaktapur is 'a mesocosm out of time' (Levy 1990:28), a symbolic ordering 'situated between the individual microcosm and the wider universe' (Levy 1990:32), that imposes a coherent, eternal and immutable moral order amidst an illusory and fragmented everyday world.   
 Bhaktapur's system of marked symbols, its mesocosm, has been a powerful device for turning accident and history into structure, for trying to escape the contingencies and consequences of history, for trying to capture change, to make change seem illusory within an enduring order (Levy 1990:616)
Levy's study is the first part of a larger project of relating the symbols and structure of urban Bhaktapur to the psychic worlds of the Nepalis who live there.  While we must wait for the next volume on the psychic worlds of Bhaktapurians to see how he completes the project, there are in the present work some tantalising hints of his forthcoming insights.  I am particularly drawn to a footnote (Levy 1990:689, fn 11) about the problem of self for Bhaktapurians.  Levy reports that Newar informants experienced conflicting, fluid, and fragmentary definitions of their self, each dependent on context.  One of Levy's informants, through reference to a conversation between Krishna and Arjuna in the Gita, described the experience as follows:  
'And so, to a great extent, it seems that I am everything also, because whenever I cook, I am a cook; whenever I love some girl, I am a lover; whenever I have a son or a daughter, I am a parent, I am a father; whenever I am with my father, I am a son; whenever I am alone with a friend, I am a friend; whenever I am with foes, I am an enemy' (Levy 1990:689).
Levy suggests that this discourse is paradigmatic of how Newars solved the problem of shifting and fragmentary experiences of the self.  They related them to the coherent symbolic order of Hinduism--'I am everything also ....'  Thus, for the people of Bhaktapur, their eternal mesocosm of Hindu temples, deities, priests, purity and public celebrations provides a means of overcoming the potential fluidity, discontinuity and fragmentation of selfs in an urban life composed of a variety of distinct, but nested, social domains.​[2]​  
I would like to juxtapose Levy's analysis of Bhaktapur as an archaic city, particularly as it relates to the constitution of self identity, to a postmodernist understanding of Kathmandu as a 'soft city'.   The image 'soft city' is taken from Raban's (1974) account of London.  Rejecting any notion of an underlying coherency, Raban sees the city as a series of discontinuous stages where individuals can shape their selfs.  'Personal identity has been rendered soft, fluid, endlessly open to the exercise of the will and the imagination' (Harvey 1989:5):  
For better or worse, [the city] invites you to remake it, to consolidate it into a shape you can live in.  You, too. Decide who you are, and the city will again assume a fixed form around you.  Decide what it is, and your own identity will be revealed, like a map fixed by triangulation.  Cities, unlike villages and small towns, are plastic by nature.  We mould them in our images; they, in turn, shape us by the resistance they offer when we try to impose our own personal form on them.  In this sense, it seems to me that living in the city is an art, and we need the vocabulary of art, of style, to describe the peculiar relation between man and material that exists in the continual creative play of urban living (Raban 1974:1-2).
Such an image when applied to Kathmandu highlights a different dimension of urban life in contemporary Nepal.  The concept of 'archaic city' motivates the people and the ethnographer to transcend the 'contingencies and accidents of history' (Levy 1990:616), the shifting nature of identity (Levy 1990:689), and the illusory nature of external reality (Levy 1990:31) with the 'hard' symbolic and moral order of Hinduism.  Alternatively, Raban's trope of the soft city entices us to consider the possibility of discontinuity, ephemerality, and fragmentation in contemporary Kathmandu and to recognise that the imagined can become reality, even if only briefly.  Without adopting Raban's soft image for the totality of Kathmandu, it does suggest that the city consists of a variety of stages--household, work, ceremony, market, government office, public building--on which people project a variety of selfs as they move through their daily lives in the city.  Each stage is a distinct context with a distinct set of culturally understood signifiers--kinship relations, occupation, ritual function, economic resources, official position, jat (caste)--which people use in constructing the variety of self-images to which Levy alludes.  Contrary to Raban's image of London, identity in these domains is 'hard', less open to the free excercise of the will because it is shaped by these 'traditional' modes of self-definition.
The streets of Kathmandu link these stages and thus themselves are a distinct interstitial stage.  They form a context that is 'betwixt and between' (Turner 1967) these stages and the selfs constituted in them, a context that exists in the crevices of the mescocosm where identity is rendered 'soft'.  It is here that Nepali men--for driving is predominantly a male activity--are more 'free to act as, and become, what, they please' (Harvey 1989:5).  Thus one understanding of traffic in Kathmandu is semiotic:  it consists of an innumerable series of encounters in which people driving motorised images define their selfs and are confronted by the resistance to those definitions by others engaged in the same play.

Traffic in Kathmandu
The streets of western cities tend to be one-dimensional and functionally-specific places for the efficient and safe movement of people and goods in motorised vehicles.  The streets of Kathmandu are often physically narrow but socially rich venues for a pastiche of seemingly discordant activities--transportation, construction, retailing, recreation and defecation.  The multi-purpose character of the streets is just one symptom of the interstitial nature of this social context.  Another is the relative lack of naming streets in the city.  Socially, Kathmandu consists of a number of neighbourhoods (tol) where residents live, work and worship, where they are emeshed in and their identities are shaped by those sets of relations that characterise Nepali society--household, kinship, jat, and production. A quick look at maps of Kathmandu reveals that neighbourhoods are named but the streets connecting them are not thereby construing the latter collectively as a socially unmarked context in which people experience a softening of the constraints felt in other marked domains of urban life.  
Among the variety of street activities, transportation is the most spectacular.  Traffic in Kathmandu is a maelstrom of pedestrians and animals, of two- to four-wheel vehicles of all shapes, sizes, and colours, powered by diesel, petrol and pedal, carrying royalty, military officers and soldiers, government ministers, public servants, office workers, school children, shoppers, villagers and tourists.  They travel the streets announcing their presence and demanding attention with horns, buzzers, bells and barks, weaving to avoid the slower moving.  Within the general parameters of keeping left on the road, obeying mechanical traffic controls and following the one-way street system, as far as I know there are no written 'Rules of the Road' of which drivers must demonstrate knowledge as part of gaining a licence.  But there are cultural rules for driving in Kathmandu which have more to do with practicing hierarchy than with ensuring safety.                 
Two aspects of traffic in Kathmandu are central to understanding the cultural Rules of the Road.  The first is the constant cacophony of people sounding their vehicles' horns, buzzers, and bells.  While I had been aware that this was a ubiquitous feature of Kathmandu traffic, its centrality for Nepalis was not evident to me until my last period of fieldwork in 1991. One morning a 12 year old boy rode with me from Godavari into Kathmandu.  It was one of those times when, rebelling against custom, I did not feel like honking the horn of the car.  As we passed through towns of Badegaun and Thaiba, the boy become increasingly restless in the passenger seat beside me.  By the time we had negotiated the narrow road and sharp turn in Harishidhi, the boy was so agitated that he blurted out, 'horn bajaunus, horn bajaunus!'  He was conveying the rule that I should be honking the horn.  He could not conceive of driving without constantly honking at other vehicles and pedestrians so that they take notice of us and move aside.  
The second aspect of Kathmandu traffic is people don't look or, more accurately, the determination of everyone to appear to be unaware of others using the road.  I have rarely seen a car or taxi driver use the rear-view mirror to check what is behind him before stopping, turning, entering an intersection or pulling out from a parked position.  Instead, the manoeuvre is just executed, often causing other vehicles to take evasive action to avoid an accident.  While driving a car or a motorcycle, I have noticed how rickshaw drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians do not look behind them when pulling out to weave around another person or animal; and when honked at by vehicles wanting to pass, they do not look behind them and are defiantly slow in pulling to the side of the road.  The most memorable incident concerned a man named Indra, the older brother of my closest friend in Nepal.  One day my wife and I happened to be walking on the road near the T-junction at the Jai Nepal movie house.  We watched with a mixture of fascination and horror as we saw him, driving his jeep, with his wife and son as passengers, approach the T-junction honking insistently.  Without slowing or looking to the left and right for oncoming traffic, he kept his eyes ahead and he turned left into the road causing oncoming traffic to swerve suddenly to avoid the seemingly inevitable accident.  
My paper is a preliminary attempt at interpreting these two characteristic driving practices within a framework of traffic as a semiotic system.  This involves three tasks:  first, showing how Kathmandu traffic is shaped by the hierarchical ambience of social relations and self and by the 'soft' nature of the streets; second, describing how Nepalese use modes of transportation as images in a discourse of identity construction how the meanings of these images are not determined by traditional and immutable criteria of hierarchy in kinship, jat and ritual relations; and third, portraying the streets of Kathmandu as sites where 'personal identity [has] been rendered ... fluid, endlessly open to the exercise of the will' (Harvey 1989:5) and where, as a result, people use these images momentarily to define and resist their hierarchical position.   

Hierarchy in the Streets
Hierarchy suffuses social relations in Nepal.  This is as true for interactions in the street as it is for jat (caste) interactions in a village, mannu parne (respect) interactions in a household, or puja-prasad (worship-blessing) interactions with divine beings.  However, hierarchical practice in the streets is not explicitly a part of any meta-narrative of Hinduism, and what happens there 'cannot be understood by appeal to some overarching general theory' (Harvey 1989:45) such as Levy's notion of a mesocosm.  Traffic is a set of fleeting encounters in which people attempt to define a hierarchical dimension of their self-identity though a vehicular discourse of images, techniques and tactics.  The intelligibility of traffic derives from this intentionality.  
Much like the occupational system of contemporary India described by Beteille (1991), hierarchy in traffic is not directly based on the totalising codes of physio-moral purity and pollution.  Rather the differentiation and ranking of road users is based on site-specific attributes:  the size of the vehicle, and, by implication, the kinetic power needed to propel the vehicles of different sizes.​[3]​  Accordingly, truck and buses are at the top of the hierarchy, followed successively by cars, tempos, motorcycles, motorscooters, rickshaws, bicycles and pedestrians.​[4]​  Traffic interactions consist of negotiating the use of street space.  The basic form these interactions take is an encounter between two users wanting to travel along the same area of the street and one 'giving way' to the other so as to avoid an accident.  In this light, the explicit issue is how users negotiate who gives way to whom.  It is the relative ranking of vehicles by size that determines giving way and that transforms driving into a constitutive act of hierarchy.  The general rule is that the road user operating the smaller vehicle--or no vehicle in the case of a pedestrian--gives way to the driver of the larger vehicle and, by doing so, the former accepts subordinate position.  Thus cars give way to trucks and buses; tempos give way to cars, buses and trucks; motorcycles give way to three- and four-wheeled vehicles; bicycle give way to motor vehicles, and pedestrians give way to all powered vehicles.  One has only to spend some time watching vehicles entering the road through Maharajgunj near Sital Nivas to see how hierarchy controls the traffic encounters at intersections.  When a motor car approaches the junction intending to turn left into the road towards the city, the driver surrepticiously looks right to see what type of vehicle is approaching.  If it is a bus or truck, the driver gives way and waits until it has passed before making the turn.  However, if it is a tempo, bicycle or rickshaw, the driver does not give way.  Instead, without apparently looking for oncoming traffic, he turns into the road no matter how close the approaching vehicles is to the junction.  The expectation is that the driver of the other vehicle will defer to the manoeuvre by taking evasive action to avoid the accident.  
From both observation and sporadic questioning over many years, I believe these cultural rules of the road are widely understood.  However, in order for them to work, particularly given the paucity of mechanical traffic controls, a social relation of mutual and symmetrical seeing must occur.  Drivers of vehicles and pedestrians must see each other and size up each other to calculate who is to give way to whom.  It is in this context that I interpret the honking that characterises driving in Kathmandu.  Vehicles of every kind have some device for making a noise, and each type of vehicle tends to make a distinctive sound, from the loud and piercing blares of trucks, through the honking of cars, the buzzing of motorcycles, and the bells of bicycles and rickshaws.  As the lowest in the hierarchy, and thus the road users that gives way to all others, pedestrians have little call for such devices.  The purpose of making noise is to announce one's presence on the road and to indicate one's intention to travel along a particular area of the road.  Thus when approaching a traffic encounter of any kind--an intersection, passing slower moving or stationary vehicles, pedestrians and animals, meeting an oncoming vehicle either on a narrow road or while passing--a driver honks​[5]​ in order to gain the attention of the others using road.  If both parties in the encounter 'see' each other--and know each has seen the other--either face-to-face, by looking in the rear-view mirror or over the shoulder, then a symmetrical relations exists.  They mutually size up each other hierarchically and the encounter proceeds normally with the driver of the smaller, lower ranking vehicle giving way by stopping at the intersection or pulling over so that the higher ranking vehicle can proceed without deviating from its path.  For bicyclists and pedestrians, pulling over is not just socially degrading but also physically unpleasant because it often means having to leave the bitumen to travel through mud or puddles in the wet season and dust or ruts in the dry season.  Since the streets of Kathmandu are crowded with vehicles and pedestrians, driving involves continual confrontations in which honking, buzzing and ringing are means of negotiating relative hierarchical position and interactional deference.  The result is the cacophony of sound that characterises traffic.

Trafficking in Images of Identity
Like cocks in Bali (Geertz 1973), cars in the west, and latterly in Kathmandu, are signifiers of the self..  Vance Packard (1959) suggested that Americans sought, through the car, a status enhancement they might not have or be able to achieve in other domains of social life.  The car was pure image, a means of fusing fact and imagination. 'Standing before their long-long car, [a family] disclosed proudly, "We're not rich ... we just look it!" ' (Packard 1959:273).​[6]​  What Packard failed to appreciate, and what Nepalis do appreciate, is the difference between attributional and interactional bases of hierarchy (Marriott 1959).  It is one thing to drive a self-image of high rank, it is another to consummate that position through other people practicing in traffic interactions the hierarchical claims inherent in vehicle's attributes of size and power.  This is the basis of understanding that other aspect of driving in Kathmandu:  the determination of people to appear to be unaware of others on the road.  As I described above, this appearance is achieved by a studied refusal of motorists, rickshaw drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians to look behind and around or to use rear-view mirrors.  It is a form of interactional resistance to the vehicular attributes that signify hierarchical position. 
Just as hierarchy suffuses social relations, so too does the resistance of the subordinated, even if reversals in rank and self-identity are only momentary--like the social consequences of winning and losing cockfights in Bali.  Since traffic encounters in the streets are hierarchical events which entail a mutual seeing and sizing up of status attributes, one can resist the interactional consummation of subordination by the tactic of not looking or asymmetrical seeing.  This tactic involves the driver of the smaller vehicle ensuring that the driver of the larger vehicle sees him while simultaneously appearing not to see a larger vehicle approaching.  The aim of the tactic is to force the larger vehicle to give way in a reversal of the usual pattern of interactional deference.  From the perspective of the driver of the smaller vehicle or lower ranking road user, the tactic can only succeed if the driver can, by insistently honking, buzzing or ringing, get the larger vehicle to see him.  At the same time he must, by not looking anywhere but straight ahead, convince the driver of the larger vehicle that, despite the latter's reciprocal honking, his horn has not been heard above the other honking and thus his vehicle has not been seen by the driver of the smaller vehicle, rickshaw, bicyclist, or pedestrian.  If the driver of the smaller vehicle is successful in portraying a lack of awareness of the larger vehicle, the latter usually gives way in order to avoid an accident.​[7]​  
This stratagem is employed by most every user of the streets of Kathmandu.  Given the variety of vehicles and speeds at which they travel the roads, traffic flow is organised by the slower ones keeping to the left.  Normally, when a road user approaches a slower moving user from behind, the driver of the former steers his vehicles to the right towards the centre of the road to overtake.  However, since there are usually several different streams of traffic flow--pedestrians the slowest, bicycles and rickshaws moving a bit faster, and motorcycles, cars, trucks and buses moving faster still, as well as vehicles coming head on from the opposite direction--pulling to the right to overtake also potentially results in confrontations with the flow of faster moving or oncoming vehicles with whom giving way and hierarchical position have to be negotiated.  
One practice I have often witnessed illustrates the tactic of asymmetrical seeing and hierarchical reversal.  In order for a bicyclist or rickshaw to pass a pedestrian, the rider usually has to pull right, out into the flow of the faster moving vehicles.  When making this manoeuvre, the bicyclist or rickshaw driver announces his/her presence to the pedestrian by ringing the bell but does not look behind.  The rider may be aware of faster moving vehicles approaching, honking, and wishing to overtake, but by not looking behind, he appears not to be aware.  If he did look behind and thus socially acknowledge the presence of the other vehicle, he would have to give way because, as I described earlier, each driver would symmetrically see and size the other.  Instead bicyclist or rickshaw driver executes the manoeuvre without warning or signaling.  This usually causes any faster moving vehicles approaching from behind to give way, and thus to defer hierarchically, in order to avoid an accident.  A variation on this tactic of asymmetrical seeing and honking was the incident I described above involving Indra.  As he approached the T-junction, he announced his presence and intention to enter the intersection by honking his horn; and he expected other vehicles to take notice of him and give way, no matter what their rank in the vehicular hierarhcy.  Simultaneously, by continuing to look straight ahead, he refused to socially acknowledge the presence and hierarchical position of other vehicles--even thought they were also honking to announce their presence--so that he would not have to give way should any of them be larger than his jeep.  When the other vehicles, some of which were larger than his, did defer by taking evasive action to avoid the accident, Indra momentarily re-defined his relative position in the hierarchy.  
 
Trafficking in Images of Institutional Power
I now use this interpretation to explore more speculatively what may be a further dimension of traffic, particularly within one category of vehicle, the motor car.  Over the past decade, Nepal has pursued rapid change through not only increasing the pace and scale of economic development but also transforming the system of government.  One consequence is that Nepalese people are witnessing a re-ordering in relations between the institutions affecting their lives.  The monarchy, government, military, foreign donor agencies, semi-government corporations, and the commercial sector are all engaged in a process of re-defining their roles in modern Nepal.  Two brief examples serve to illustrate this process.  Bista (1991) has recently documented the relation between foreign donor agencies and the government of Nepal.  He argues that the course and direction of development is a contested arena.  Foreign donor agencies, such as the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, may exercise significant power over the development aims and programs designed by the National Planning Commission.  He writes:  
'Poor countries will have to incorporate World Bank prescriptions into their national planning, even though they might not be in  the interests of their national development goals ... The World Bank and the IMF serve the interests of the donor countries ... To impose the donor countries' interests, the multilateral aid donor agencies formulate various models, strategies, and policies of development.  If countries seeking assistance do not comply with these policies the forthcoming assistance is jeopardised, including commercial loans from private banks' (Bista 1991:132-3).  
Such criticism of the role of foreign aid donors is increasingly being aired in the local press.  A recent article in The Independent by Mahesh Pant, entitled 'Foreign Aid:  How Necessary?', is typical:  
When the role of initiating development is assumed by the government (with support from the donors), the first consequence is that the government tends to be more accountable and loyal towards the [foreign] donors than towards its own people.  Secondly, the task of transformation (which is development in real terms) tends to depend on the bureaucrats and the development contractors (i.e. expatriate experts') (1992:2).  
Since the pro-deomcracy demonstrations of 1990, various sectors of Nepalese society have been engaged in a process of re-defining the relation between the Monarchy and the Parliament of Nepal.  For example, a major issue in the drafting of the new Constitution concerned the roles of the King and the Prime Minister in relation to the military.  The Constitution and elections of 1991 provided only the framework within which the details of this re-definition are to be negotiated for many years to come.  Thus in Nepal's international and domestic relations, it is a time of fluidity and of potential discontinuity.  It is a time when the traditional political and moral order which had defined the Kingdom is no longer unchallenged in providing an overarching coherence for the various domestic and international institutions with interests in Nepal.  It is, to use Raban's metaphor, a time when the identity of the nation state and the relations between its institutions have been rendered 'soft', open to the exercise of power by those attempting to shape the future of Nepal.   
If Nepal is going through a period when it is soft, then its capital is the principal stage where the re-definition of the Kingdom's identity is contested.  While the jockeying for dominance and dependence in this process is occurring within official circles around the city, it may be open to public view on the streets of Kathmandu in the encounters between the motor cars associated with those institutions primarily involved in planning and implementing the development of the nation.  I must emphasis the speculative nature of this idea.  It originates in the conjuncture of two observations and my interpretation of traffic.  The first is that licence plates are a semiotic system of differentiation and provide another aspect of identity for drivers.  Licence plates consist of different combinations of background and letter colours.  Each combination identifies the institutional affiliation and/or social category of the owner and thus is another dimension of personal identity portrayed by motor vehicles.  The different licence plates and the institutions or categories they signify are as follows:  
	A blue background with white letters and numbers denotes the vehicles of the donor agencies of foreign countries who provide the funding and oversee the implementation of development programs so vital to Nepal's improvement in the delivery of basic services to its citizens.
	A red background with gold letters and numbers denotes the vehicles of members of the Royal family who are the primary symbols of the State of Nepal.
	A white background with red letters and numbers denotes government vehicles.
	A yellow background with blue numbers denotes vehicles of semi-government corporations such as Royal Nepal Airlines, Electricity, Water and Sewerage, and Transport who supply basic services.
	A red background with white letters and numbers indicates vehicles owned by ordinary private citizens.
	A black background with white letters and numbers denotes commercial vehicles such as taxis.​[8]​
The second observation derives from my experience of driving in a section of Kathmandu, including the areas of Bishal Nagar, Gairidhara, Naxal, and Bhat Bhatini, that is characterised by narrow roads with no footpaths and a relatively high concentration of residences of foreign embassy and donor agency personnel as well as senior public servants and government ministers.  Not surprisingly, there is also a higher density of cars on the roads with blue/white licence plates of foreign agencies and white/red licence plates of senior government officers .  Since the bitumen is often too narrow for two vehicles, when cars approach each other head on, one must pull off the bitumen--into the mud, dust or ruts--to let the other pass.  Over a period of several months, I noticed that when the car of a foreign agency (blue background/white letters) encountered a government car (white background/red letters), in most cases it was the latter than gave way to the former.  
When placed in the context of my observation and interpretation of Kathmandu traffic, this pattern of interactional deference in encounters between foreign agency and Nepal government cars could not be explained in terms of the size of the vehicles.  Yet they took place in precisely those conditions in which, as I described above, hierarchy provides the vehicular code for who gives way to whom.  As a result, licence plates and the institutions they signified become the markers of each driver's--or in the case of a chauffeured car, the passenger's--personal identity. In the present fluid state of Nepal, the significance of an institution largely reflects the power it exercises in determining the nature and direction of development.  Thus in hierarchically calculating vehicular deference each driver has the opportunity to express his own or to resist the other's interpretation of the current state of relative power exercised by the institutions signified by the cars and the licence plate they bear.  If this is the case then the pattern of giving way I observed in 1991 seems to confirm Bista's (1991) and Pant (1992) more scholarly and informed analyses of institutional power relations in Nepal.  
I end by returning to Raban's description of the soft city.  So far in using it as a way of understanding traffic in Kathmandu, I have emphasised its liberating dimensions.  Driving in Kathmandu may reflect the greater freedom for personal and political expression unleashed by the new constitution.  But given the history of Nepal, I must also draw our attention to Raban's realisation that there is another and more sinister side of the soft city.  
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^1	  Bhaktapur is one of the three principal cities of the Kingdom of Nepal which are all located in the Kathmandu Valley.
^2	  There are two comments I would like to make about Levy's approach to the self of Bhaktapurians.  First, he conveys the important insight that personhood in Nepal is constituted by a variety of contextually specific self-definitions--cook, lover, parent, child, friend, enemy.  Second, in constructing this multi-self personhood as a problem for Bhaktapurians, Levy implicitly assume a western and individualistic model of the personhood in which there is a central self which remains constant throughout the variety of contexts in which people  conduct their social lives.  
^3	  The use of size as a critieria of hierarchical position in traffic resonates with the use of size words--thulo (big) and sano (small)--for relative hierarchical position among jats and for the relative social importance of individuals usually judged in terms of political and/or economic criteria.
^4	  The hierarchical system of traffic may not completely escape Dumont's model in which religion in the form of the principle of purity and impurity, personified in the Brahman and the Untouchable, encompasses the rankings.  Similarly, the ranking of vehicles by size is encompassed by cows and dogs, the former the personification of the divine female and life the latter associated with Yama, the god of death.
^5	  I am using the work 'honk' here in a generic sense of a device on any road vehicle used to make a noise and socially announce the driver's intentions.
^6	  This is particularly the case in Nepal where the status of the vehicle in terms of size and power may bear little relation to the status of the driver in terms of more traditional criteria or ranking in family, jat, workplace or worship.
^7	  One reason for this is that when an accident occurs, the witnesses usually side with the smaller vehicle in attributing blame.  This can have financial consequences for the driver of the larger vehicle.
^8	  Trucks, buses, tempos and rickshaws also have this kind of licence plate.
